Let / be a germ at 0 in R n of a C°°-function with /(O) = 0, and assume that 0 is a singular point of f. Then we call it the codimension of / the codimension of the ideal generated by all the first partial derivatives of f in the ring of germs of functions C°°: R n -+R which vanish at 0.
It is trivial that if ra = l, function germs of codimension r have only the canonical forms ±x z+r .
In Ql] Cerf showed the canonical forms of germs of codimension 1 or 2. When n = 2, we find in Thorn F5] all possible canonical forms of codimension not exceeding four. The main purpose of this paper is to study codimensions of C°°-function germs and to extend the results above to the cases codimension ^6 and ^8 when n = 2,
The author thanks Prof. M. Adachi for many helpful discussions. §2. Maim Re §ull § Let & n denote the ring of germs at 0 in R n of C°° functions, and ni w denote the maximal ideal of g n which consists of elements vanishing at 0.
The following generalizes Morse theorem. Here the codimension of / is equal to the one of g in tn w _,-. Thus it is enough to treat elements in mj[. Codimensions of elements in m| equal or exceed 2 n -1( §4). Hence, if we treat elements in mjj with codimension g6 9 then we may assume n = 2. We write simply codim/* instead of the codimension of /. When 7i = 2, elements in m| with codim ^8 are equivalent to ones of the forms in the following From this, when we see whether codim/ is larger than k or not, we only have to look over the partial differential coefficients of order ^k + 2.
Let S k be the subset of m^ which consists of elements with Let k be a positive integer. We introduce an equivalence relation in Diff B as follows. Elements in Diff w are equivalent if they have the same partial differential coefficients of order <^k. And Diff* denotes the quotient space of Diff,, by the above equivalence relation. The space Diff* is a Lie group. Diff w being a transformation group of ^, Diff* acts on ^«/tnJ +1 .
Hence any orbit of Diff* in ^w/tnf ? +1 is a submanifold in <^w/m* +1 .
Let / be-an element in m^. Then we call the upper bound of the set {the codimensions of the orbits of Diff* passing f in tn^/mj +1 } the codimension of the orbit of Diff w passing / in mj*.
Proof of Theorem 2. We can regard elements in Diff^ as taking the following form where a are ?i-integers and where a -(a l5 ..., a n ), x a =x% 1 --x% n 9 \a = a 1 -\ -----\-a n . Let I be the identity of the group Diff* Let / be an element in mjj/m* +1 . Let <p be the map from Diff* to m%/m* +l defined by 
Then f and g are equivalent.
The proof is easy from the fact in pj that a germ is finitely determined if and only if the codimension is finite. (1)
The case (1) . We can see easily that codim F=3 and that the ideal generated by all the first partial derivatives of F contains rnf. Applying
Corollary 5, we see that F is equivalent to an element of the forms Repeating this operation, we may assume that the element above h is cotaind in m| where k is taken large enough. Then we show that F is equivalent to an element of the form
Moreover, transforming by some element in Diff 2 of the form we see that F is equivalent to an element of the form
The case (3) . Put where /emf, g-emf, and let n, m be the upper bounds of integers which satisfy respectively mf3/, mf^g. Then we can prove in the same way as in the above that F is equivalent to 
